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A Christmas Devotion  

By Rev. Jessi Higginbotham  

Every year at the end of Advent we read these Scriptures. Maybe we read them in 

church or in a Bible Study or on our own. Maybe we hear them for the first time 

each year read to us on Christmas Eve.  

For each of us the Advent Season has it’s own meaning. Some years are hard. 

Some years are joyful. Some years we are struggling with finances, loss, or 

solitude. Other years we are overwhelmed with joy to be with family, to see a 

child open a gift, to experience parenthood or grandparenthood for the first time.  

When we hear this familiar Scripture, our minds are full of all our own emotions 

and experiences. Maybe we listen and feel comfort in knowing nothing has 

changed, no matter how good or bad our year has been, Jesus arrives into our 

world a small child, just like us all. No matter what is going on around us – 

winning or losing – there is still room in the stable of the Inn for at least one 

miracle this year.  

But the story is so familiar to many of us it can often get blurry – like watching our 

favorite movie and closing our eyes because we don’t have to see it, we know 

what’s coming. We know the next line and the line after that and then the angel 

appears to the shepherds and the shepherds find the baby, then Herod, the 

wisemen and so on. In many ways it is the most wonderful story to have 

memorized, like Mary we can ponder this in our hearts and our hearts are full of 

joy. Like Joseph we are observing the most comforting and familiar thing we have 

ever known.  

I was on a bus on my way to the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem in Palestine. 

Everywhere we went on this trip someone was asked to read the Scriptures that 

corresponded to the location. I was asked to read this Scripture from Luke and so 

I was scrambling to find a way to make the experience unique. I found a piece of 

paper in my backpack and began ripping it into small strips, on each strip I wrote 

the name of a character in the story. As we gathered to hear the story I asked 

each person on the trip to select a character at random and throughout the 

reading and the journey of the day to think about that character and just that 

character. It was fun and unique and I was proud to have thrown it together so 
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quickly. Everyone on the trip said they loved it and found it eye opening – 

everyone except the Trip Curmudgeon – who appropriately selected Herod as his 

character. Sometimes these things work in ways I cannot control.  

For today’s devotion I decided to revisit this activity, take time to plan it out and 

see where it would take us.  

So as we read these two familiar Scriptures together focus on your character and 

only your character. If you’d like to bring up the website again and follow along 

you’re welcome to do so. Here are some questions I’d like you to think about 

pertaining to only your character.  

Where are you from?  

What is your motivation in life?  

Why are you here? Or there? Or in this story?  

How would this story change if you were not a part of it?  Where would the story 

end if there was no you?  

Where are you now? Today, in 2020? Maybe not literally but figuratively – where 

have you gone?  

How are we changed by you?  

I think sometimes we see the world as having bad guys and good guys. We see 

this every day, everywhere we go. That person cut me off in traffic – they are a 

bad driver; I am a good driver. Herod wanted power and authority – Jesus must 

be found and killed. Herod is the bad guy of the story. But it’s not that simple.  

They say if you want to learn more about a person walk a mile in their shoes. This 

isn’t going to change who they are and what they’ve done in life but it will change 

how you see them, maybe how you feel about them, maybe how you feel about 

yourself.  

When Scout Finch approached her father Atticus Finch and told him she had 

discovered Boo Radley was actually very friendly once she got to talking to him, 

Atticus replied, “Most people are Scout, when you finally see them.”  

I don’t know if Herod or Caesar Augustus were nice people. I don’t know what 

they ate for breakfast or how they tied their togas.  I don’t know if they were 
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friendly or cruel. I don’t know if Mary was a nice person. Maybe she was the 

mean girl at school and bullied other girls. Maybe she was Valedictorian at 

Nazareth High School or captain of the girls’ water polo team. Maybe she was 

prom queen or maybe she was the girl who had three jobs to help out her family.  

It’s important that we don’t know because it shows us the great and wonderful 

mystery that is our God. It’s important that we are left wondering and we keep 

wondering because it keeps our relationship with our God going on and on. It’s 

important that we recognize here and now, together, during this most holy 

season, that not everyone is either a good guy or a bad guy and everyone is 

somewhere in between even the characters in the story we’ve known our entire 

lives.  

We have all been given a great gift this year – the gift of compassion. We may not 

know it or feel it or see it just yet but God has given us a great opportunity with 

the year 2020 to see the world, see other people, see even the worst of people 

through eyes of compassion. There are many, many ways in which we can 

experience compassion and I challenge us all to use 2021 to put into practice this 

new form of compassion.  

I encourage you to go back to the site I created for this study and redo the 

exercise – get a new character. This time, scroll down and click on the present – 

you’ll get a word that is a synonym for Compassion. It is a word I encourage you 

to write down somewhere and put it where you can see it throughout the year 

2021 – because this word is a gift to you and for you to use and study and grow 

from in a whole new year.  

I also provided you with a coloring sheet you can print out and color. I encourage 

you to write your word of compassion in the star and then bring it to life by 

adding color. Use it as a meditation tool, meditate over this Scripture, this study, 

and your word as you color.  


